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Biker Adventure

One very Adjective day in the summer, Jacob and his Dad decided that they wanted to spend the

afternoon together. They talked about what they wanted to do and decided they'd pack up a Adjective

Noun and then take a Adjective bike ride adventure. They wouldn't even plan where to go.

They'd just get on their bikes and Verb - Base Form , and see where the day took them.

For lunch, they decided to pack a Adjective sandwich and some barbeque Noun and a

Noun for each of them. Jacob chose a Adjective sandwich and dad chose to eat Noun .

They put the food into a Adjective backpack that Jacob threw over his shoulder and then went outside to

get their Adjective bikes ready for the ride. Jacob's Dad pumped up the tires and checked the bikes over

Adverb while Jacob waited. Then, they grabbed their Noun - Plural and took off towards

Noun Road.

Jacob got to lead them first. He decided to ride down towards Dairy Noun to get on the

Adjective bike path. They rode the path heading south, away from Oakwood and for the first few miles,

they had the Adjective path completely to themselves. After a few minutes, three tough-looking

Noun - Plural on motorcycles appeared on the bike path ahead of them. The backs of their jackets had a

skull and crossbones and the name of the gang... the Adjective Bikers.

Jacob



and his Dad were a little Feeling but they were also Feeling that the bikers were on a path meant

for Verb - Present ends in ING , Verb - Present ends in ING and bike riding. For the next few miles, the bikers

stayed ahead of them, riding their motorcycles, and there were no problems but eventually, the bikers started

slowing down and Jacob and his Dad found that they were getting closer and closer to them.

Jacob and his Dad talked about what to do and they briefly considered Verb - Present ends in ING

Noun but they didn't want anything to ruin their day so they kept on riding. Jacob pulled out his

Adjective Noun and held it in one hand in case he needed to use it as a weapon and his Dad did

the same with his Adjective Noun . The bikers were right next to them now and they were

weaving in and out and all around Jacob and his Dad. Jacob was feeling Feeling and his Dad was feeling

Feeling .

Just when Jacob thought a fight was about to break out, one of the bikers yelled out to them... asking Jacob and

his Dad if they'd like to stop and eat lunch together. Jacob was Adverb surprised but thought it might be

a trap. They stopped at a Adjective park off the side of the path and the bikers sat down at a

Adjective table and brought out their own lunches. They were all eating Adjective

Noun - Plural and drinking hot Noun . Jacob and his Dad joined them and as they talked and got

to know the bikers, they realized they were actually pretty Adjective . They talked for a long time about

Noun and motorcycles and different adventures they'd had and ones they'd like to have. The bikers told

a



Adjective story about a Adjective dog that chased their bikes and how they had to ride

Verb - Base Form and hard to get away from the Adjective Noun .

Once lunch was over, the bikers asked if Jacob and his Dad would like to ride their bikes for a while so Jacob

and his Dad traded two of the bikers. Jacob got to ride a 1970 Indian Noun and his Dad got to ride a

1965 Triumph T120 Noun . It was a lot of fun riding the Noun - Plural and almost as much fun

watching the two Adjective bikers struggle to keep up on the two Adjective Noun - Plural .

They rode for about 30 minutes and then stopped and gave the bikers back their Adjective motorcycles.

The bikers Verb - Past Tense them and one of them gave his jacket to Jacob and made him an honorary

member of their gang.

After the bikers left, Jacob and his Dad took their time Verb - Present ends in ING back home and they smiled

the whole way, Verb - Present ends in ING and talking about the great time they'd had with their

Adjective bikers friends.

The end.
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